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Presentation Notes
Two years ago I arrived at the University of Houston Libraries Special Collections as their first dedicated audiovisual archivist. There were few protocols in place for AV materials, and in many cases, it was difficult to assess what types of audio / moving image materials were actually in the collection - a finding aid might have a series titled “Audiovisual,” but not include any details related to quantity or format. In particular, the large KUHT-TV Collection was in need of attention. Over the course of my first year or so, I set several goals -  to get a better idea of how many AV assets were really in Special Collections, to gain intellectual control over the sprawling KUHT films and videos, and to begin a preservation digitization program.  
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I began by surveying all processed archival collections, which revealed a total of 25,446 audio and moving image assets with 45 different formats. This number doesn’t include the AV holdings in the approximately 100 unprocessed collections, though many are known to contain audio and moving image materials.
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A little over 60% of Special Collections AV holdings are from the KUHT Collection. This collection dates to 1953 when the station went on air, and are primarily broadcast production formats.
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Here you can see a breakdown of the most common formats overall - with various flavors of Betacams making up a very significant portion of the total. VHS, U-matic, 1” video, 16mm film, audiocassette, ¼” audiotape, and vinyl records round out the most common formats, which comprise 80% of the total AV holdings.As I mentioned, digitization was a priority from the outset - the KUHT collection, in particular, had been stored in sub-optimal conditions for decades before arriving at Special Collections. A significant portion of the film shows signs of vinegar syndrome; and many of the video formats are considered at “high-risk” of failure. I think that anyone who attended Mike Casey’s keynote address yesterday is well-aware of the sense of urgency in the realm of  AV collections. �A couple of years before I arrived at UH, a financial gift had been donated in support of the KUHT Collection. This financial gift was made available to me, and in my first several months I spent a significant portion of this money to digitize some of KUHT’s early films, purchase chemically inert films cans to replace the rusting metal ones, and a frost-free freezer to store the film exhibiting very advanced degradation. With the remaining budget in mind, I set about planning a two-pronged approach to both on-demand and systematic digitization. There were a couple of interesting challenges related to establishing in-house digitization - we had no equipment, and the UH Libraries Special Collections does not collect fees for services like digitization, so there would be no funding to offset costs.Using the AV survey as a guide, it was immediately clear that digitization of some formats in-house would not be a viable option - 16mm film and 1” Video, for example, were unreasonable to do on my own. For these formats and others, I decided that vendor digitization was the most cost-effective route. ��
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For these challenging or less common formats, I established an on-demand protocol with a trusted vendor who I had contracted on the film digitization project and a separate grant-funded KUHT video project who was familiar with our format and metadata requirements. In this process, once a patron requested digitization, I supply the vendor’s fee structure and get confirmation to move forward, I then send the analog material with a metadata spreadsheet to the vendor, who transfers the media and delivers the file to me for QC. Following confirmation that the file meets our QC expectations, the master file is retained for preservation storage, and I distribute an access copy to the patron. This relationship allows for the patron to pay the vendor directly, skirting the limitations of UH Libraries ability to receive payment.  For in-house digitization, I set about building a station from scratch with a focus on some of the most common and least problematic formats - VHS, Betacam, audio cassette tape, and audio discs. I started by looking for free equipment through the UH Surplus warehouse, a sort of purgatory for equipment on its way to recycling centers or landfills. I only had limited luck, finding two not-quite-functioning U-matic decks, which I am keeping in the hopes of someday contracting a technician to frankenstein them into a working machine. On the plus side, I did, get to know the Surplus manager and have asked him to keep an eye out for any equipment that looks promising. I did the same with the engineers at Houston Public Media, home to KUHT’s current operation. �
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Probably like a lot of librarian-types, I started my planning with a literature review, but quickly became discouraged; there aren’t an abundance of articles on the practicalities of building a lab, and many that do exist don’t provide specific hardware recommendations or are now out of date.Just as I was becoming frustrated by the lack of online reviews for twenty-five-year-old video decks, the listserv gods cut me some slack and delivered to my inbox a link to Ashley Blewer’s “Minimum Viable Station” google doc. This document, open to community comment, contains advice related to virtually every aspect of a basic AV digitization station, with suggestions related to preferred equipment brands and models at three price points. It also links to documentation for many AV digitization stations that have been established by community archiving groups and public libraries.  �
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The basics of a functional workstation, as suggested by the Minimum Viable Station document are a deck, time base corrector, analog to digital converter, computer workstation with capture software, and storage. A very basic station to digitize VHS tapes could likely be established for under $1000. �
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Because I was fortunate enough to have a budget to work with and a computer supplied by the Library, I was able to add more capacity to my workstation, including: three decks: VHS, Betacam / Betacam SP, and audio cassette decks, a well as a record player, a rack to house this hardware, a robust Blackmagic A-D converter for the video formats, a separate audio ADC capable of 96k/24 bit file creation, a patch bay, and high quality headphones. 
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It is crucial to remember that for every piece of equipment you will need cables, which are not generally included with hardware and can also quickly add to your costs.. The technical specs for obsolete equipment don’t always provide clear information on the type of cable outs, and in my case I waited until they arrived before determining what I would need, this has slowed down set up. 
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Naturally, the hardware is just a part of the digitization process; the computer workstation also requires a suite of software to capture and describe the digitized content. My institution already has an Adobe licenses, making Adobe Premiere and Audition my capture and editing softwares of choice. There are a lot of great free open-source options for the creation of checksums and file QC, such as CheckSum+ and QCTools. For descriptive metadata, I am lucky enough to work at a large institution with a metadata unit, but we frequently collaborate using Google sheets in the early stages of descriptive metadata creation. A relatively inexpensive lab like this also has the flexibility to grow over time. If it makes sense to expand into new formats I can add decks, if I find the very small monitor screen on the AD converter inadequate I can find a second-hand broadcast monitor, or if it becomes apparent that sticky shed is wide spread, I can add a small lab oven.�



Minimum Viable Station, https://goo.gl/LfGbFv 
(Ashley Blewer, ashleyblewer.com)

https://github.com/amiaopensource/open-workflows

Emily Vinson, evinson@uh.edu
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For anyone looking to build their workstation, I suggest you check out Ashley Blewer’s google doc, and the Association of Moving Image Archives Workflow GitHub, or feel free to contact me.�
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